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Chapter 2205 Mr. Chu?

“Hey~” “I said you two, can you not be so tired?” “I’m still here?” In the wedding car in
front, the touched Tian Xiuxiu already kissed Leonard Chu.

Leonard Chu laughed when he saw it.

When he said this, Tian Xiuxiu’s pretty face suddenly turned red, and she quickly
avoided Leonard Chu’s arms.

“You guy, there’s a lot of nonsense.”

“Hurry up and drive your car.”

“The traffic police cleared the way and greeted me. You kid, you will be dazzled by my
light. Only in this life will you have a glorious time.”

Leonard Chu cursed displeasedly when the message was disturbed.

“Haha~” “Thank you Fei, for giving me this opportunity to be beautiful.”

Leonard Chu smiled, and then, with pride and pride, he was ready to drive into the
beach ahead to clear the field. Lake Avenue.

However, who could have thought that the traffic police guarding the intersection
stopped them before turning around.

Leonard Chu’s eyebrows suddenly jumped at the time, wondering if he could not, could
it be that he made a mistake?

The scene in front of him was not prepared for Leonard Chu’s wedding at all.

“It seems that I have to call my father and ask about the situation.”

At the moment when he was stopped by the traffic police, Leonard Chu felt a little guilty.

However, just when Leonard Chu was about to call his father to inquire, the traffic
policeman on the side of the road knocked on the window of the car and asked, “Excuse



me, it’s sitting inside, but Mr. Chu?” From outside the car, it came. The respectful voice
of the traffic police.

“Mr. Chu?” Leonard Chu was taken aback for a moment, then nodded: “Yes, my
surname is Chu. Are you?” The traffic police outside was relieved when he heard
Leonard Chu nod his head.

“Haha~” “Lao Yang, you see what I said right.”

“Who can send this wedding car to pick up the relatives, in the whole Wrilfill, who else
besides Mr. Chu?” Someone beside him laughed and laughed. Quickly introduce
himself to Leonard Chu.

“Mr. Chu, we are from the urban traffic police detachment, and today we specially escort
your wedding banquet.”

The man said respectfully.

When Leonard Chu heard it, he was immediately happy.

He had some doubts before, whether this scene was prepared for himself, but now it
seems that he has been worrying too much.

However, Leonard Chu didn’t expect that his father still had such energy in the
transportation department.

He didn’t even know anything before.

However, now that everything was understood, Leonard Chu was completely relieved.

“Well, I’ll trouble you.”

“Let’s clear the way.”

In the luxury car, Leonard Chu said lightly in a very pretentious tone.

However, just when Leonard Chu and others were preparing to set off, Dollar Hua and
his son rushed forward.

Through the car window, he could not wait to reach in and shake hands with Leonard
Chu.

“Haha~” “Are you Mr. Chu?” “Dollar Donghai, Chairman of Genji Heavy Industries, this is
Inuzi, Dollar Hua.”

“I have heard of Mr. Chu’s name for a long time. Today Sansheng is fortunate, but he
finally saw Mr. Chu really Rong.”



“Sure enough, they are handsome and talented~” …. Dollar Donghai and his son
couldn’t help sighing. In front of Leonard Chu, the attitude of the father and son was very
low.

However, in the face of the fiery enthusiasm of the father and son, Leonard Chu
suddenly became a little confused.

I thought, is he so awesome now?

This is driving on the road, and there are “fans” coming over to express their admiration?

It is probably because of his father’s relationship.

Leonard Chu once again attributed the cause to his father, and then smiled to express
his gratitude.

Seeing Mr. Chu’s so kindness, Dollar Donghai and his son seemed to want to talk again,
but they were pushed away by the traffic police.

“Okay, let’s go back quickly.”

“If Mr. Chu’s schedule is delayed, can you bear it?” Just like that, under the traffic police
cleared the way, the twelve wedding cars in this row were admired by everyone. In his
eyes, he drove into Binhu Avenue.

“Is this Mr. Chu’s true face?” “It’s really handsome!” “And young.”

“At this age, there is such an achievement, and the future is even more difficult to
imagine?” Leonard Chu’s team I have already gone far, but Zhang Wenya is still full of
emotion, standing on tiptoes behind.

Chapter 2206 the trembling convoy

“Husband, I also want to go to Mr. Chu’s wedding.”

“Could you think of a way?” “It’s okay to see the world.”

Zhang Wenya seemed unsatisfied to have a quick glance with Mr. Chu today, and finally
turned out to be He asked Dollar Hua to attend the wedding of Mr. Chu.

Dollar Hua suddenly said bitterly: “Wenya, aren’t you embarrassing me?” “My father is
not qualified to participate, let alone us?” “Forget it, we should be content to see Mr. Chu
today.”

Dollar Hua persuaded from the side.



However, Zhang Wenya did not stop at all.

“I don’t care, I’m going to see Mr. Chu’s wedding.”

“Didn’t you say that you love me, don’t you pick me off the stars in the sky as long as I
like it?” “But I am such a small person. You can’t satisfy me even if you ask me.”

“Do you dare to say that you love me?” “Humph, men are all lie.”

Zhang Wenya lost her temper and said angrily at Dollar Hua.

“Wenya, don’t be angry?” “Alright, I will think of a way.”

Seeing his girlfriend was angry, Dollar Hua had to agree first.

After that, Dollar Hua called and they left here.

However, not long after Dollar Hua and the others left, at the end of the road ahead,
another luxurious convoy came slowly.

A full eighteen Loclaus, with the majesty and heroism of crushing everything, galloped.

The heavy body, pressing on the road, almost makes all beings tremble.

The moment they saw this team, everyone present was dumbfounded.

Especially the traffic policeman Lao Yang who continued to stay here to close the road,
his old eyes trembled: “This…this…

“What’s the situation?”

At the same time, Leonard Chu’s motorcade has traveled several kilometers along
Binhu Avenue. “Huh?

“Leonard, what’s the matter?”

“If you go to Yulong Hotel, shouldn’t you turn left at this intersection? Why are they going
straight?”

“At this moment, Leonard Chu’s hairpin found that the route was a bit wrong, and he was
immediately puzzled. Leonard Chu also didn’t know the situation, and immediately
caught up with them and asked if they were taking the wrong path. “Mr. Chu, you
laughed.”

“This Binhu Avenue leads directly to The Twinfill. You can go straight all the way. How
could we still take the wrong path?”

“The traffic policemen smiled and replied. What? “HaiDollarge?”



“I’ll go, Leonard, that’s okay.”

“Hid it deep enough!”

“The surprise you prepared for my sister-in-law, even I was shocked.

“Haha~” “Sister-in-law, have you seen it? See how nice Leonard is to you. The wedding
banquet is booked in The Twinfill.

“This The Twinfill is known as the No.1 Pavilion in Noirfork.”

“Being able to host a wedding banquet here is a symbol of wealth and status.”

“Sister-in-law, after you marry into a wealthy family, just wait to enjoy your happiness.”

When Leonard Chu sent the little Zhu Gongchen, he was surprised when he heard the
words. He turned around and gave Leonard Chu a thumbs up. These years, he worked
hard in the field, and this time he came back to attend Leonard Chu’s wedding banquet.
However, Zhu Gongchen I didn’t expect that I hadn’t seen each other in the past few
years. I used to grow up to be so powerful. When I got married, the road was closed to
greet and the traffic police cleared the way. And even the wedding banquet was placed
at the highest point in Noirfork. I don’t know. Yes, I’m afraid I thought that the one who
got married today was the son of the governor of Noirfork, right? Zhu Gongchen laughed,
but he did not hesitate to boast that he was young. Tian Xiuxiu was undoubtedly
surprised when he heard the sound.

“This The Twinfill is known as the No.1 Pavilion in Noirfork.”

“If you can hold a wedding banquet here, it is a symbol of wealth and status.”

“Sister-in-law, you will marry a wealthy family in the future and wait for the happiness.”

Leonard’s hair Xiao Zhu heroic minister was surprised when he heard the words, and
turned his head to give Leonard Chu a thumbs up.

Over the years, he worked hard in the field, and this time he came back to attend
Leonard Chu’s wedding banquet.

However, Zhu Gongchen never imagined that after having not seen him in the past few
years, he used to grow up to be so powerful.

Get married, close the road to greet, and traffic police clear the way, and even the
wedding banquet was placed at the highest point in Noirfork.

I don’t know, I’m afraid I thought that the one who got married today was the son of the
governor of Noirfork, right?

Zhu Gongchen laughed, but he was not stingy in boasting that he was a young man.



Tian Xiuxiu was undoubtedly surprised when he heard the sound.
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